
ANNALS OF ECOLOGY

BY ELIZABETH I(OL6EItr

Canada's synthetic-fiids boom.

UNCONVENTIONAL CRUDE

from the tenn in ancient Persian--and as
a paving material With the right technol
ogy, it CAA also be converted into a fonn
of petroleum known as synthetic crude.

There are two ways to assess the
world's oil supply. One is to consider only
conventional reserves--the sortofoil that
comes gushing out of the ground. Esti
mates ofconventional reserves varywide1y,
but most analyses suggest that the.ir out
put will begin to decline sometime in the
next few decades (if it hasn't already)---a
development that so-called apeak oilers"
predict will lead to a variety ofgruesome
consequences, including blackouts, food
shortages, and general economic collapse.
The second way is to look beyond con
ventional resenres to unconventional ones,
like the tar sands.

look like dirt and smell like diesel filel.
The tar sands begin near the border of

Saskatchewan, around the latitude ofEd
manton, and extend, in three major de
posits, north. and west almost to British
Columbia. All in all, they cover-or,
more accurately, underlie-some fifty
seven thousand square nilles, an area
roughly the size of F1orida. It is believed

The town of Fort McMurray occu
pies a set of irregularly spaced hill

sides on either side of the Athabasca
River, in northemA1berta. It has a dozen
check-cashing joints, a roughly equal
number of horels, and a gaming center
called the Boomtown Casino. It also has
a museum, which is devoted to the re
gion's most important resource, the A1-
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Suncor's Millennium Mine. The shift to new sources ojoil cOlddsignificantly increasegreenh()USe-gas emissions.

berta tar sands. Exhibits include an
eight-toot-long rotor, halfofa hl1ndred
and-filly-ton truck, and apump ofBrob
dingnagian proportions. Near the en
trance to the museum sits a black mound
covered by a clear plastic dome. A sign
invites visitors to scratch around in the
mound with a little retractable rake, then
lift up a flap and take a sniff Tar sands

that they were pushed into their present
location seventy million years ago by the
uplift of the Rocky Mountains.

}or the most part, the tar sands consist
ofquartzite, clay, and water. The other in
gredient-the "tai'-is a mixtw"e of very
heavy hydrocarbons known as bitumen.
Bitumen can be used as a sealant-sup
posedly the word "mummy" is derived

It is estimated that there is enough b .
rumen in Alberta to yield 1.7 trillion baI
rels of synthetic crude. Assuming that
only ten per cent of this is actUally recov
erable, it still represents the second-Iarg- "2

est oil reserve in the world, after Saudi §
Arabia's, and more oil than is contained in S
the reserves ofKuwait. Norway, and Rus- ~
sia put together. Unconventional crude .~
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"Essential....his narrath'e Jjt~rally

sings itself off of the pages.'~

-11le Bos/oll Cio/X!

"Scrupulous, witty, and at times,
appropriately skeptical....

[Gouldj lets you hear with keener
ears the way a great novelist lets
you feel with keener emotion~"

-111e New York TImes BQok Re::imlJ

"BRIUIANT....
ENGROSSING....GOULD'S

DEFf HAND MAKES
mE BOOK SING. mIS

IS MUSIC WRmNG
AT ITS BESTr'

across several hundred square miles. I
was picked up at the entrance to the site
by a grandmotherly guide named Gloria
Jackson, and together we went to fetch
another Suntor official, named Darin
Zandee. "There's no blasts today, so
mat's good," Zandee said, referring to the
charges that are periodically set off to
loosen the sands. We drove up to a look
out, from which we could see, spread be
fore us, Suncor's newest mine, tbe Mil
lennium. Rings ofjet-black earthworks
were scattered across an enonnous pit, an
arrangement th.;u might have been based
on a blueprint from the Inferno.

The Millennium Mine opened in
2002. Suncor expects to continue to pull
tar sands out ofit for the next: twenty-five
years. By then the pit, which is now
roughly two miles in dian1eter, will be six
miles across. We drove over the edge of
the mine and slowly made our mydown
to the bottom. There a huge, Mike Mul
ligan-esqu.e shovel was standing idle. Its
bucket hung in midair, steel teeth glinting.
Zandee said that to lift one of the teeth
would require thirty men-'That gives
you a sense of the scale." A gargantuan
truck rumbled by. Zandee estimated that
it was carrying about three hundred tons.
'That's some of our smaller equipment, '
he said. The largest truck in the mine-
the Carerpillar797B-can haul more thm
four hundred tons. It has tweive-foot-taU
tires, and its cab sits twenty-one feet off
the ground. Driving one, I was told, is !.ike
trying to steer a house while peering out
the window ofd1e upstairs bathroom.

At the Millennium, the tar sands start

at a depth of roughly a hlU1dred feet and
extend down in a more or less continuous
layer, known as the "feed," for about a
hWldred and fi.fiy feet. Before mining be
gins, everything above the teed-trees,
bushes, grass, soil, rocks, wildl.ife--gets
scooped up and carted away. (The mate
rial is delicately referred to as "overbur
den.") Below the tar sands, there's a thick
layer of limestone, the remams of an an
cient ocean that once covered Alberta.
Suncor mines some ofthe limestone, too,
and uses it to shore up the roads in the pit.
VVhat with the overburden and the tar
sands and the limestone, Zandee said,
'We tty to move a million tons a day." He
painted out a truck in the distance that
was dumping a load of tar sands onto
what looked like a large platform. The
platform was acmally a grate, through _

T he company that has been produc
ing aUfr m the tar s~lI1ds the lon

gest is knmVl1 as Suncor. (Suncor used to
be a part of Sun Oil, now Sunoco, but
today it is owned and operated indepen
dently.) One day tillS summer, I went to
take a tour ofits operations, which sprawl

can be found in many other parts of the
globe besides Can.ada; these include east
ern Venezuela, which is home to a huge
tar-sandslike deposit called the Faja
Petrollfera del Orinoco, and portions of
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming, where
there's a thick layer ofoil shale known as
the Green River Formation. Even coal
can be converted into liquid fuel. During
the Second World War, the Nazis em
ployed a technique called the FlScher
T ropsch process; the same process is now
in use .in several countries, most notably
South Africa, which invested heavily in
coal-to-liquids technology during the
apartheid era. Build enough coal-to
liquids plants and places like Montana
and West Virginia could one day become
major petroleum producers.

In Fort McMurray, what might be
called the world's first unconventional oil
boom is already under way. Since 2002,
Shell, ConocoPh.i.l.I.ips, Chevron, and Im
perial Oil, which is primarily owned by
Exxonl'vlobil, have all received approval to
construct major projects in the tar sands;
Total has alUlounced its intention to fol
low suit Over the next five years, invest
ment in the Fort McMurray area is ex
pected to amount 10 more than seventy-five
billion dollars. Residents ohhe town have
taken to calling it Fort MeMoney.

Thanks in large part to what's happen
ing in the tar sands-output now tops a
million barrels a day-Canada has be
come America's No.1 source ofimported
oil; the country supplies d1e United States
with more petroleum than all of the na
tions of the Persian Gulf combined. (If
~'OU have bought gas recently in Colorado,
Ohio, orJndiana--states where tar-sands
oil is refined-you are probably driving
around 'iVieh a piece of northern Alberta
in your tank.) By 2010, the tar sands' }ield
is e>.:pected to double, and by 2015 to rri
pie. Cmdt: from me tar sands and other
unconventional sources could keep oil
flowing well into the middle of me cen
tmy, and perhaps beyond. Depending all
how you look at things, tlus is either a
1, ning prospect or a terrirying one.
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cars, diesel for trucks, and jet fuel for
planes. (Suncor owns a refinery near
Denver that processes tar-sands oil) I
had told Ja.ckson that 1 had twln boys at
home, and at the end of the toue she
banded me two yellow Matchbox-si7..e
versions of the 797B.

which the sands were being fed into a
giant tank ofhot water.

In any given load ofsands, only about
ten. per cent is bitumen; to produce syn
thetic crude, the other ninety per cent has
to be separated out. In the hot-water
tank, the sands get spun around; the lib
erated bitumen is then siphoned off. For
every barrel ofsynthetic cmde that Sun- American accounts usually give the
cor eventually produces, forty-five hun-start of the oil age as 1859, the year
dred pounds of tar sands have to be. dug that a former railroad conductor named
up and separated. Edwin L. Drake drilled his first success-

We made our way out of the pit and fu1 well, ncar Titusville, Pennsylvania.
headed on, following the bitumen to its Canadian accounts go backa year earlier,
next stop, the upgrader. Along the way, to 1858, when a businessman named
we passed a murky expanse ofwater with James Miller Will.iams decided to dig a
oily scum on the surface. A few dozen well for drinking water outside the town
scarecrow-like creatures, fixed to empty ofBear Creek, OntMio.lnstead ofwater,
barrels, were bobbing on top. This, Gloria he struck oil.
Jackson explained, was a tailings pond; it Efforts to extract oil from the tar sands
held water that had been used in the sep- soon followed. Entrepreneurs and can
aration process and was too contaminated men sunk dozens of weUs around Fort
with mercury and other toxins to be re- McMurray in the second half of the
leased back into the Athabasca. (Suncor nineteenth century. (One enterprising
has nin.such ponds, which collectively German immigrant who claimed to have
cover an area ofeleven square miles.) The struck oil apparently poured the sruff
scarecrows, known as "bitu-men," were down the hole himself.) Eventually, it
supposed to discourage birds from landl.og became clear that there was no oil., and
on the pond and poisoning themselves. attention turned to mining the bimmen.
Every minute or so, a dull boom filled the In 1930, a former fanner named Robert
air. This was the sound ofa propane can- Fitzsimmons set lip the first commercial
non, another bird-intimidation device. separation plant in the tar sands; in 1938,

The primary difference between bitu- Fitzsimmons bad to flee Canada to avoid
men and ordinary crude is the size of the his creditors.
hydrocarbon molecules: in liquid oil, In 1956, an American geologist,
these molecules contain b~tween five and Manley Natland., came up with the idea
twenty carbon atoms, while in bitumen ofsrreamlining the process by using atom
they contain more than twenty. (At room bombs. Naciand reasoned that "ther-
temperature, pure bitumen is mal devices" could be lowered
so viscous that it will not flow.) into the limestone beneath
The main job of the upgrader the tar sands and exploded.
is to break down the oversized This would create cavities into
hydrocarbons into smaller which the bitumen, heated to
units. We drove along roads more than a thoUsand degrees,
with names like Sulphur Srreet would flow and from which it
and Diesel Alley and pulled up "'- 6 6 could then be collected. The
to a huge refinery-like com- idea was taken seriously at the

d
plex that covered several square -.." highest levels in both Ottawa
blocks. There were dozens of """ -..e and Washington-me United
smokestacks and tanks, and more pipes States Atomic Energy Commission even
than could possibly be counted. Jackson agreed to supply a bomb to test Natland's
explained that somewhere inside this theory-but it was never implemented.
maze the bitumen would be "cracked.," at (Beginning in the mid-nineteco-s.D..1:ies,
a temperature ofnearly nine hundred de- the Soviet Union acnta1l.y tried the exper
grees. After that, in the form ofsynthetic iment, setting offhalfa dozen nuclear ex
crude, it would be piped to specially plosions to stimulate conventional oil
oumned refineries, either in the United production; production increased, but,
States or Canada, to be converted largely unfortunately, much ofthe oil cumed out
into transportation fuels-ga.soline for to be radioactive.)
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The technology for removing bitu
men from the tar sands is probably still
best described as a work in progress.
Where the feed lies closest to the surface,
as, for example, at the SlUlcor site, dIe bi
tumen is strip-mined and then separated.
But most of the tar sands lie too deep to
be mined profitably. In these zones, a
method known as in-situ extraction is
used. In-situ extraction is based on much
the same principle as Natland's scheme,
minus the atom bombs. Typic:al.ly, two
horizontal wells are drilled into the sands,
one above the other. High-pressure
steam is injected into the top well; even
tually, the tar sands grow hot enough
nearly four hundred degrees-that bitu
men begins to flow into the bottom well.
The technical name for this process is
Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage, or
SAGD (pronounced "sag-dee").

Whichever method is used, a great
deal ofenergy is required. To produce a
barrelofsynthetic crude through mining
takes roughly eight hundred and ten
megajoules, which is the energy content
ofabout an eighth of a barrel ofoil. To
produce a barrel of synthetic crude
through SAGO takes more than sixteen
hundred megajoules, which is the energy
content of more than a quarter ofa bar
rel ofoil. This mc:ms that, for every three
barrels extracted via SAGO. one has, in
effect, been consumed.

Tar-sands oil itselfcould, in principle,
be used to power the operations; in fact,
most of the energy used to generate the
steam for SAGO, as well as to run all dle
upgraders and separators, now comes
from natural gas. It is estimated that by
2012 tar-sands operations will consume
two billion cubic feet ofnatural gas a day,
or enough to heat aU the homes in Can
ada. Such is the demand for natural gas
around Fort McMurray that a consortium
of companies, including Shell Canada
and Imperia! Oil, has proposed building a
seven-hundred-and-fifty-mile pipeline
from the Arctic Ocean through the largely
undisturbed wilderness of t.he Macken..
zie River Valley and down into northern
Alberta. The proposal, which has been
challenged by native and envirollIllcntal
groups, Ius yet to receive regulatory ap
proval; meanwhile, a varietyofother plans
have been floated. As it happens) while]
was visiting Fort Mct\!lurray a company
called the Energy Alberta Corporation
filed an application to build a pair of nll-

clear reactors four hundred miles west of
town. Early reports St<lted dlat the com
pany already had a "large industrial off..
taker" lined up to buy nearly three-quar-·
ters ofthe twenty-two hundred megawatts
that me reactors would generate. Energy
Alberta would not disclose the identity of
this "off-taker"; in the 10l.....11 press it seemed
to be taken for granted that the power
would be going to the tar sands.

r-r-'here are several reasons that compa
.1 nies like Chevron and ExxonMobil

are now rushing to develop the tar sands,
the most obvious being that it's increas
ingly profitable to do so. Converting the
sands into synthetic crude costs around
thirty dollars a barrel; last week, the price
of a barrel ofoil on the New York Mer
cantile Exchange was over ninety dollars.
Other synthetic fuels require more elabo
rate processing, and are commensurately
more costly to produce; converting coal
into oil, for example, requires gasifYing
the coal under intense pressure and heat,
then condensing it into a liquid. To ex
tract oil from shale, meanwhile, involves
basically rewriting geological history.
(Shell has been experim.entingwith apro
cess that involves baking the shale with
electric heaters until it reaches a tempera
ture of nearly seven hundred degrees
while, at the same time, freezing the area
around it.) If the price of oil remains
above ninety dollars---many ,malysts ex
pect it to hit a bundred dollars a barrel
soon-th.co these and other W1COlwen
tiona! forms of fuel can also be developed
at a profit, and, all other thjngs being
equal, they will be.

No matter how it is carried out, oil ex
traction is adesrructive business. Conven
tional oil wells require pipelines and drill
pads and roads for heavy equipment; all of
these fragment (or destroy) the landscape.
The flaring ofnaturalgas, which often ac
companies oil production, produces an
array of,tir pollutants, and leaks and spill~

release toxins ranging from volatile chem
icals, like benzene (a known carcinogen),
to much heavier compounds, like benzo
pyrene (another known carcinogen). With
unconventional oil, the damage tends to
be higher all arolmd-more land gets dis
turbed., more pollutants are produced, and
more opportunities arise for contamina
tion. And then there are the greenhouse
gases.

Alex Farrell is a professor in the Energy

Fairfield County, CT , Philadelphia, PA
1-877-412..2654 w3lcrmarkcommunilics.com
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and Resoun:es Group at the University of
California at Berkeleywho studies the im
pacts of unconventional oil. A few years
ago, Farrell realized that all the major cli
mate models were based on the same
faulty premise: they assumed that in the
future increased oil demand would be met
with increased supplies of conventional
crude. Together with a graduate student
named Adam Brandt, Farrell decided to
try to come up with projections that more
accurately reflected reality. For their calcu
lations, the two assumed that where there
was a gap between demand and conven
tional supply it would be filled with syn
thetic fuels, first with tar-sands oil and
later with oil from coal and shale. (Ac
cording to high-end estimates, coal and oil
shale could together yield some ten trillion
barrels of unconventional crude.) They
then calculated what the impact would be
on global carbon-dioxide levels.

"All unconventional forms of oil are
worse for greenhouse-gas emissions t!tln
petroleum," Farrell told me. "And {t's
pretty easy to understand why. It's not so
hard to tum liquid petroleum into liquid
fuels. Turning a solid material like coal
into a liquid-it sounds hard to do, and it
is hard to do. And that extra effort shows
up in higher energy consumption and
higher water use and higher emissions." Tn
the case oftar-sands oil, total greenhouse
gas emissions per barrel-which is to say,
the carbon dioxide produced in creating
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the oil and then burning it-are between
fifteen and forty percent higher than those
from conventional oil In the case ofcoal
to-liquids, or C.T.L., total emissions are
almost two times as high as w:ith conven
tional oil, and for oil shale they can be
more than twice as high.

"Let's take coal-to-liquids," FarreU
said. "'You're talking about nearly dou
bling the greenhouse-gas emissions.
Think about th.i.s--we're ta1king about a
world in which over-all greenhouse-gas
emissions should start to go down, and
this is a technology that doubles emis
sions. They don't go together too well, do
they?" Farrell and Brandt found that the
shift to unconventional oil could add
somewhere between fifty and four hun
dred gigatons of carbon to the atmo
sphere by 2100.

"The environment'and climate change
are what are called 'externalities,'" Farrell
continued. "And at the moment we don't
have effective ways of including these ex
ternalities in market transactions of any
sort. Until we do, the market won't solve
them, since by definition they're external
to the market. They're a social good
government has to step up and say, Were
going to take this into aCCOWlt.' l)

One way that agovernment could take
greenhouse-gas emissions into account
would be to tax them. This would encour
age producers of unconventional fuels to
cut their emissions, by, for e."Xample, em-

ploying ucarbon capture and storage~

technologies. Ideally, it would also prompt
entrepreneurs to develop alternatives to

oil, like biofuels. Many analyses, though,
suggest that, to have an appreciable effect
on the oil sector, carbon taxes would have
to be quite high-in the neighborhood of
two dollars on a gallon ofgasoline--pre
cisely because today there are no readily
ava.i.lable substitutes for gas or diesel orjet
fuel. Farrell favors federal fuel standards,
which would function somewhat like ve
hicle-efficiency standards, requiring oil
companies to achieve a certain emissions
target across all the produet5 that they sill
(1bis target could be adjusted over time,
much as auto-efficiency standards were
ratcheted up during the seventies and
eighties.) Califomia is now in the process
ofdrawing up such a plan-the CalifOr
nia Low Carbon Fuel Standard is sup
posed to take effect on January 1, 201D
and several bills have been introduced in
Congress that would impose such stan
dards nationally.

At the same time, there is a great deal
of support in Washington for measures
iliat would, in effuct:, subsidize high-caI'"'
bon fuels. One such measure, the Coal
to-Liquid Fuel Promotion Act, intro
duced earlier this year by Senators Jim
Bunning, of Kentucky, and Barack
Ohama, oflliinois, would encouragecom
panies to invest in C.T.L. plants by pro
viding tax incentives and federal loan
guarantees. (Although C.T.L. would be
profitable at tadars oil prices, building the
plants requires large Cl.pital investments,
which are considered risky as long as
there's a chance that oil prices will fall.)

"Ifcompanies could layoff the risk of
oil prices dropping below forty dollars a
barrel, there would be enonnous invest
ment in this," FarrdI told me. UBut, when
policies are proposed to promote CT.L.,
I think the question to ask is, Is this an in
dustry we want to start now?"

The Athabasca River flows north, into
Lake Athabasca, which spans the

Alberta-Saskatchewan border. In the
winter, iT is possible to drive the hundred
and fifiy miles from Fort McMurray to
the lake on an ice road. (Because of rising
temperatures, the number ofdays that the
road is passable has been steadily shrink
ing.) In the summer, the only way to make
the trip is by boat or by prop plane. One
day when 1was visiting Alberta, I flew up
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new tar~sands projects has been steadily
growing. Around Fort McMurray, the
emphasis is on local impacts; townofflcials
have fought recente.xpansion proposals by
several oil companies on the ground that
there's already a shortage of housing and
hospital beds in the area. In the rest of
Canada, the focus is all the destruction of
the boreal forest and the implications for
the climate. Canada, in contrast to the
United States, was an early signatory to
the Kyoto Protocol, but it will be all but
impossible for the country to meet its
COl-reduction goals, in part because of
the mr sands. (A recent Toronto Globe &
Mail. op-ed piece on emissions from the
sands was titled "The Gassy Elephant in
Our Living Room.") The fonner Cana
dian EnvirolUnent Minister Charles Cac
cia has compared the country's position on
greenhouse gases-pledging to reduce
emissions on the one hand while increas
ing tar-sands production on the other
to "attempting to ride two horses gallop
ing in opposite directions."

Meanwhile, devdopmem in northern
Alberta continues unabated. All the ap
plications opposed by Fort McMurray
officials were ultimately approved, and
just a few months ago an American com
pany, Hyperion Resources, announced
plans to build the first new oil refinery in
this country in thirty years, to handle in
creasing volumes oftar-sands crude. Stc
phane Dion, the leader of Canada's Lib
eral Party (which is currently out of
power), has said, "There is no environ
mental minister all earth who can stop the
oil from coming out of the sand., because
the mooey is too big."

VVhen I first landed at Fort Chip's tiny
airport, the place was deserted.. 'When I
returned there for the Bight back, I found
a few dozen people standing on the tar
mac. The crowd, I was told, was waiting
for a corpse; a village dder had died the
previous day in a hospital in Fort Mc
Murray, and his body was being brought
home. Everyone was quiet as the casket
was carried out of the plane and then
loaded onto the backofa pickup truck. As
soon as the crowd dispersed, I and three
other passengers climbed into the Cessna,
and two minutes later we took off. Below
was the wilderness, then the perfectly
square clearings in the trees, and, finally,
as we headed into Fort Mcl\tluuay, rhe
vast pits and the black ponds, with the
bitu-rncn bobbing on top.•

to ~ village on the edge of the lake, Fort
Chipewyan, in a six-seat Cessna. As the
plane gained altitude, I could see the vast
black pits of the tar-sands mines that sur
round Fort MdvIuroty. Farther north, the
pits gave way to regularly spaced square
shaped clearings in the trees-signs of
preparation for in-siru operations. Ftnally,
these, too, gave way, and bdowwas noth
ing but the wild green ofthe boreal forest.
(Spread over 1.4 billion acres, Canada's
boreal forest is considered one ofthe larg
est still inmct ecosystems on the planet.)

Fort Chipewyan, which was founded
in the seventcen-eighties as atrading post,
is a native village; about half its twelve
hundred or so residents are Mikisew
Cree, and the other half are Athabasca
Chipewyan. It has a few hundred houses,
a post office, and two churches---one An
glican and one Catholic--both perched
near the edge of the lake. To a certain ex
tent, Fort Chip, as it is known locally, has
shared in the tar-sands boom; many resi
dents ofthe village work constructionjobs
in Fort McMurray and return home only
on their days off At the same time, there's
agood deal ofconcern in the village abou t

what is happening. A peculiarly high
number ofcases ofa rare cancer have been
reported in town; this has prompted spec
ulation that toxins from the tailings ponds
are working weir way downriver into the
lake, which provides the viUage with
drinking water as well as with smples like
whitefish and pike. Meanwhile, both the
Chipewyan and the Cree consider many
of tbe tracts that the Alberta govenUllent
has leased to oil companies to be their an
cestrallands. The week before I visited
Fort Chip, there was a rally at the local
community center, calling for a morato
rium on new projects.

"It's sad to see this thing destroyed, you
know," Ray Ladouceur, a fisherman I
met, said. We were standing by the lake,
which is more than two hundred nUles
long. It was a stiU afternoon, and billowy
white clouds were reflected in the water.
"A lot of the fish are getting-I might as
well say it-scabby.

'1 don't know what we have to do to
try to prevent them from destroying any
more," be said, referring to the oil compa
nies. ''They try to say they can clean it.
There's no way. It'll take a thousand years
before it flushes itselfout, and I think ru
be too damn old for that."

Over the past year or so, opposition to
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